To determine the mechanism of energy consumption in hot air drying, we simulate the interior heat and mass transfer processes that occur during the hot air drying for a single corn grain. The simulations are based on a 3D solid model. The 3D real body model is obtained by scanning the corn kernels with a high-precision medical CT machine. The CT images are then edited by MIMICS and ANSYS software to reconstruct the three-dimensional real body model of a corn kernel. The Fourier heat conduction equation, the Fick diffusion equation, the heat transfer coefficient, and the mass diffusion coefficient are chosen as the governing equations of the theoretical dry model. The calculation software, COMSOL Multiphysics, is used to complete the simulation calculation. The influence of air temperature and velocity on the heat and mass transfer processes is discussed. Results show that mass transfer dominates during the hot air drying of corn grains. Air temperature and velocity are chosen primarily in consideration of mass transfer effects. A low velocity leads to less energy consumption.
Introduction
Hot air drying is a commonly used method for drying corn; it is often characterized by high energy consumption and low efficiency [1] . Many studies have been conducted on the drying characteristics and energy consumed when drying thin layers of vegetables, fruits, and food [2, 3] . These studies usually focus on the optimization of drying systems and drying methods. To date, no research has been devoted to the drying characteristics and energy consumed during the hot drying of a single corn kernel even though the drying process of each single grain is the theoretical basis of various drying techniques. In the current work, we investigate the drying characteristic of single corn kernels and provide theoretical support for reducing energy consumption in hot air drying.
Given that the kernel structures and shapes of grains are neither uniform nor regular, describing their drying processes on the basis of the original shape of a single grain kernel is difficult to accomplish. Most of the previously conducted simulations of material drying, especially for singlebody corn kernels, are based on ideal models that are established by simplifying the shapes of dried materials. Shape simplification enables easy simulation calculation but causes original shape-related errors in the simulations. Gustafson simplified a grain kernel into a 2D irregular shape on the basis of original grain size and then simulated the drying process by finite element method (FEM) [4] . Li and Cao simplified a single rough rice kernel as spherical to simulate moisture diffusion with a three-layer body model [5] . Zhang and Kong studied the heat and mass transfer of porous medium in the vacuum drying process by using a 1D model [6] . Jia and Cao simplified an irregular corn particle into a 2D irregular geometric model to analyze heat and mass transfer in corn dying by FEM [7] . Neményi and Czaba established a finite element model to investigate the heat and moisture distributions in a cross-sectional area of an individual maize kernel [8] .
Grain kernel simulation based on a 3D real body model has recently become a trend in simulation studies because it generates more accurate results. The simulation of the heat and mass transfer in corn kernels with a 3D model has been carried out [9] . Ghosh et al. obtained a 3D geometric model of a wheat kernel by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and developed a mathematical model for moisture diffusion in a single wheat kernel during the drying process [10] . Perez et al. constructed a 3D model with tomographic images and simulated the mass transfer and hygroscopic cracks in rice grains [11] . The present work is carried out on the basis of the aforementioned studies.
Real Body Model

Review of Real Body Model
Reconstruction. Grain kernels are usually simplified into spherical, cylindrical, ellipsoidal, and flat chip shapes because the shapes of grain particle shapes are irregular and variable. Given that a simplified model cannot reflect solid features, obtaining a more accurate model facilitates the understanding of the heat and mass transfer mechanism in grain kernels. MRI has recently been used to obtain 3D real body models. Song developed a 3D microscopic MRI with the 3D projection reconstruction (3DPR) technique to measure the moisture distribution in a single mature wheat grain [12] . Goñi obtained the slices of irregularly shaped food with nonuniform rational B-splines and MRI techniques and reconstructed a 3D geometric model [13] . Ghosh et al. constructed a 3D geometric model of wheat kernel by MRI [10] , and Perez et al. built a 3D model with tomographic images [11] . Obtaining 3D geometric models by MRI presents high cost and complexity, driving the identification of a more convenient method. The CT scanning technique based on 3D medical image reconstruction is extensively used in the field of medicine. In this paper, the CT scanning technology is used to create a 3D real body model of a single corn kernel.
2.2.
Steps to Obtain the 3D Model. The steps for creating the 3D real body model are as follows. (1) Several selected corn grains are scanned by high-precision medical CT to obtain serried transect image data. (2) The image data is treated by MIMICS software in turn. (3) The contour line image is transferred into ANSYS software and converted into a 3D real body model, which is nearly of the same shape as the original corn grain.
Scanning with CT.
Scanning pertains to the use of computer technology for the tomographic reconstruction of a measured object into a 3D topographic image. Single axis Xrays are projected onto the object to be tested. On the basis of the difference in radiation absorption rate and transmissivity among the tested objects, a computer collects data from the rays and reconstructs 3D images. This study uses the Philips Brilliance iCT 256 layer spiral quick CT at Shengjing Hospital, an affiliated hospital of the Chinese Medical University. Corn grains are scanned to obtain high-precision CT images, with a scanning thickness of 0.625 mm. The CT image files are stored in Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine ( Figure 1 ).
Image Treatment in MIMICS.
MIMICS is a set of highly integrated software for generating, editing, and treating 3D images. It can accept various types of original scanning data (from CT or MRI), set up corresponding 3D models, and output these in general CAD format. In this study, MIMICS software is used to treat CT image data of corn kernels to generate a 3D geometric contour model of a corn grain, to modify parts of the contour model for surface smoothness, and to transmit the contour line image model to ANSYS software.
(a) The CT images are input into MIMICS, and one corn kernel area is chosen, with adjustments on the threshold between −228 and 2872 Hounsfield. The images are edited until a clear and intact contour is generated.
(b) The "Crop Mash" function is used to divide contour regions, the "Calculate Polylines" function is used to generate the 3D geometric contour model of a corn grain, and the surface contour model is smoothed with the Magices 9.9.
(c) The surface contour model is exported as a file in an "ANSYS area file" (.lis) format.
Image Treatment in ANSYS.
The contour model is converted into a 3D real body model, which has nearly the same shape as the original corn grain. The 3D real body model of a corn grain is generated in ANSYS and exported as an "Initial Graphics Exchange Specification" (IGES) file for postprocessing in COMSOL software. The 3D real body model obtained through the aforementioned method is more accurate than other simplified models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This kind of reconstruction method is more convenient and practical. 
Mathematical Model
Hypothesis.
For this study, we make the following assumptions.
(1) The internal temperature and moisture of corn are evenly distributed at the beginning of drying process. is diffused to the external boundary, and water vaporization occurs on the grain surface.
Heat Transfer Equation.
The heat transfer in the grain kernels is modeled following Fourier's law of heat conduction and the first law of thermodynamics [14] . Heat ( = , , ) is generated by any microunit at a given position. Heat is generated by any microunit at a given time. Heat is conserved or released by changes in the temperature and material of a microunit:
If moisture vaporizes in the kernel,
The 3D mathematical model of heat transfer is
where , , and are the Cartesian coordinates that represent the corn kernel as a 3D body; V is the heat generating rate of the inner heat source (J m −3 s −1 ); is the density of corn (kg m −3 ); denotes the specific heat of corn (J kg
represents the thermal conductivity of corn (W m −1 K −1 ); is the moisture content (dry base); is the temperature of the corn kernel (K); ℎ is the latent heat of water vaporization (J kg −1 ). The initial condition is
The boundary condition is
where ℎ is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W m
and is the temperature of the drying medium (K).
Mass Transfer Equation.
The moisture diffusion differential equation is modeled following Fick's law [14] . The 3D mathematical model of mass diffusion is expressed as
where is the diffusion coefficient (m 2 s −1 ). The initial condition is
where ℎ is the surface mass transfer coefficient (m s −1 ) and is the equilibrium moisture content (d.b.).
Energy Consumption Analysis.
The energy consumption in the hot air drying process is due primarily to the velocity and temperature of hot wind, as determined by dimensional analysis. The energy consumption dimension is J/(m 2 s); the dimension of hot wind velocity is m/s; the dimension of hot wind temperature is K. The air mass flow is = expressed in units of kg/(m 2 s). In accordance with the principle of dimensional homogeneity, density (kg/m 3 ) and specific heat J/(kg K) are introduced to establish the equation. We can obtain the energy consumption per unit area; thus,
where is constant. The surface heat transfer coefficient [14] is
The thermal conductivity [7] is ) .
The diffusion coefficient [16] is 
Solution via COMSOL Multiphysics
The calculation process for the simulation is implemented with COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a. The "diffusion module" and "heat transfer module" in COMSOL software are chosen to simulate the moisture migration and heat transfer process in the corn kernel during the hot air drying process. One of the models is shown in Figure 2 . The point O is the origin point of the coordinate system in the model, the number of free grids is 14440, the volume is 3.22701e −7 m 3 , and six detection points (1-6) are selected from different locations ( Table 1) . These points are the representative positions that show the calculation results. The points 1 and 6 are the detection points between the cortical layer and endosperm. The point 2 is the detection point at the inner endosperm. The points 3 and 5 are the detection points at the germ. The point 4 is the detection at the radicle.
After the material properties are defined, the governing equations and initial conditions for the inner component of the model and the boundary conditions on the surface of the model are established. The 3D real body model is now ready for simulation calculation. The mathematical calculation model, which includes the governing equation of heat and mass transfer and the defining equations of property parameters, is presented in the succeeding section. The simulation can be completed by loop computation.
Results and Discussion
Influence of Air Temperature on Heat
Transfer. In the simulation, the hot wind temperature changes from 1 to 3 ( 1 = 328 K, 2 = 338 K, and 3 = 348 K). Figure 3 shows that the temperature of the corn kernel exhibits increasing curves during the drying process. The increasing trends of temperature are similar. They all reach equilibrium within 10 minutes. The higher the hot wind temperature is, the faster the temperature increases. However, it takes a little more time to reach a balanced drying temperature at a high hot wind temperature than at low hot wind temperature.
The comparison of the thermal conductivity logarithmic (ln ) curves is shown in Figure 4 . The figure shows the differences in heat transfer at different drying temperatures. As indicated in (12) , thermal conductivity changes with temperature during the drying process. The higher the drying temperature, the lower the thermal conductivity.
The temperature at the detection points shows that the corn temperature increases to the equilibrium level in 8 minutes (Figures 5 and 6 ). The temperature increase at the points near the boundary proceeds at a faster rate than does the temperature increase at the internal points; the temperature distribution in the corn kernel also shows the short-term temperature changes ( Figure 6 ). Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution in the corn kernel at = 0.5 min, = 1 min, = 5 min, and = 10 min. The heat transfer rapidly occurs in the hot air drying process. The resistance to heat transfer in the corn kernel is weak [9] . The influence of temperature change on heat transfer is limited, and the effects occur only at the beginning of the drying process. Figure 7 shows the moisture drying curves at different temperatures. At a drying temperature 3 = 348 K, moisture diffuses at the fastest rate. The higher the temperature is, the faster the moisture diffuses.
Influence of Air Temperature on Mass Transfer.
Representative model-derived images of the kernel slices are shown in Figures 8, 9 , and 10. They show the moisture distribution in the corn kernel at = 10 min, = 30 min, = 60min, and = 120 min at drying temperatures of 1 = 328 K, 2 = 338 K, and 3 = 348 K. The different colors correspond to the special values of moisture content. The indication of moisture migration at different locations is visually represented with the 3D body model. The moisture content at = 60 min at a drying temperature of 3 = 348 K is nearly the same as that at = 120 min at a drying temperature of 1 = 328 K.
Diffusion coefficient changes with temperature and moisture content, as indicated in (11) . The average diffusion coefficient curves at different drying temperatures are shown in Figure 11 . Diffusion coefficient rapidly increases at the beginning of drying until it reaches the peak value. It then approaches the equilibrium value. The value of the diffusion coefficient at 3 = 348 K is nearly two times higher than its value at 1 = 328 K. The equilibrium diffusion coefficient at drying temperature 3 = 348 K is higher than that at a drying temperature 1 = 328 K. The variation range at drying temperature 3 between the peak value and equilibrium value is larger than that at 1 = 328 K. The higher the drying temperature selected, the larger the diffusion coefficient. The mass diffusion coefficient visibly changes with temperature before the temperature of the corn kernel reaches the equilibrium temperature ( Figure 12 ). The temperature increase occurs within a short period at the beginning of drying ( Figure 5 ). Temperature visibly influences mass transfer at the beginning of the drying process. Selecting a reasonable drying temperature is necessary for improving drying efficiency and reducing energy consumption.
The moisture distribution in the corn kernel is nonuniform because of the unique organization of the corn kernel structure. Figure 13 shows the drying curves of different detection points (defined in Figure 2 ) in the corn kernel. The diffusion coefficient curves at different detection points in the drying process are shown in Figure 14 . The closer the detection points are to the boundaries, the more easily moisture content is diffused.
The comparison of Figures 13 and 14 shows that the trend of the mass diffusion coefficient curves is similar to that of the moisture content curves. We can deduce that the diffusion coefficient is influenced primarily by moisture content after temperature reaches the equilibrium drying temperature. Mass transfer resistance plays an important role in the drying process after the temperature reaches the equilibrium value.
Influence of Air Velocity on Hot Air Drying.
Hot wind velocity influences energy consumption during hot air drying. In the simulation, the comparisons are processed at 1 = 0 , 2 = 0 /2, and 3 = 0 /10. The temperature and drying curves change with hot wind velocity at the same air temperature (Figures 15 and 16 ), indicating that effects on heat and mass transfer could be disregarded. When hot wind velocity changes from 1 to 2 , almost no change occurs. Hot wind velocity directly influences the heat surface transfer coefficient, as shown in (11) . The higher the hot wind velocity, the larger the surface transfer coefficient (Figure 17) . In selecting hot wind velocity, we should ensure that mass transfer outside the corn kernel takes place. Figure 20 shows that energy consumption changes along with diffused moisture. Given that wind velocity setting is needed only in considering mass transfer effects, the equilibrium moisture content should be maintained at a sufficiently low level. The air velocity can be appropriately reduced, thereby decreasing energy consumption. Heat transfer rapidly occurs and the drying of corn kernels is the process controlled by mass transfer. The choice of drying temperature depends primarily on the influence of mass transfer.
Energy Consumption
Conclusion
A 3D real body geometric model reconstruction of a single corn kernel is generated on the basis of CT with MIM-ICS and ANSYS. Based on the geometric model and a 3D drying mathematical model, the simulation calculation for the hot air drying of a corn kernel sample is carried out using COMSOL software. The results indicate that hot air drying is a process governed by interior mass transfer. Air velocity and temperature impose weak effects on heat transfer. Air temperature significantly affects the mass transfer process, whereas air velocity poses almost no effect. An essential requirement is that air velocity should ensure that external moisture diffuses from the corn surface to the ambient. The selection of air temperature and velocity depends primarily on mass transfer effects. A low velocity lessens energy consumption. 
